You can rely on BLG LOGISTICS as your partner along the entire value-creation chain. Around the clock, we take care of all your logistics needs from procurement to production, right through to distribution and returns.

CONTRACT LOGISTICS IS WHAT WE DO. WITH PASSION.

FROM THEORY INTO PRACTICE:
Find practical examples of these and other services at www.blg-logistics.com

BLG LOGISTICS GROUP AG & Co. KG
Präsident-Kennedy-Platz 1
D-28203 Bremen, Germany
GOOD CONTRACT LOGISTICS MEANS PAYING ATTENTION TO EVERY DETAIL.

WE’VE BEEN DOING THIS FOR OVER 135 YEARS.

In contract logistics, trust and reliability are crucial. You need to be sure your products are in good hands – from storage to picking, and from value-added services to returns. We give you this security.

WHY CAN YOU BE CONFIDENT OF THIS?

Because we prove it day after day, and have been doing so since 1877. We’d be very happy to do it for you. You decide whether you want us to support you by taking on your entire logistics chain, or supplying individual, tailor-made solutions. Whatever you require, we complete our offer with seamless processes and numerous value-added services.

OUR WORD IS OUR BOND.
OUR SERVICES AT A GLANCE.

SIMPLY SELECT AS MANY SERVICES AS YOU NEED.

Please browse our site to find out more about our services and discover the BLG world. Click further for information about our in-depth solutions along the entire supply chain.

You need reliable logistics processes to return your goods or materials to the goods cycle. We provide effective solutions that ensure sustainability across the supply chain while also boosting your green credentials.

You can rely on our distribution logistics to dispatch your merchandise and goods to customers quickly and safely.

We transport your goods by road, rail, water and air. We act as the architect of your global supply chain.

Our procurement logistics helps you optimally prepare parts and components to seamlessly supply your final assembly shop.

Complex information chains and automated goods movement require interdisciplinary competencies. We set ourselves apart with our operative excellence, expertise in IT and technical fields, integrated processes and project management.

We control and check procurement processes, ensuring the availability of your stocks.

We set ourselves apart with our operational excellence, expertise in IT and technical fields, integrated processes and project management.

Our services at a glance:

- **Transport Logistics**: We transport your goods by road, rail, water and air. We act as the architect of your global supply chain.
- **Distribution Logistics**: You can rely on our distribution logistics to dispatch your merchandise and goods to customers quickly and safely.
- **Production Logistics**: Our procurement logistics helps you optimally prepare parts and components to seamlessly supply your final assembly shop.
- **Procurement Logistics**: We control and check procurement processes, ensuring the availability of your stocks.
- **Reverse Logistics**: You need reliable logistics processes to return your goods or materials to the goods cycle. We provide effective solutions that ensure sustainability across the supply chain while also boosting your green credentials.
- **Cargo Handling Logistics**: With our extensive network of sea and inland terminals as well as our full range of services, we are your full-service partner for cargo handling logistics.
- **Supply Chain Management**: Complex information chains and automated goods movement require interdisciplinary competencies. We set ourselves apart with our operative excellence, expertise in IT and technical fields, integrated processes and project management.
- **Value Added Services**: By providing tailor-made value-added services, we offer you extra value with a focus on pragmatic solutions.
WHEN IT COMES TO CONTRACT LOGISTICS, TRUST IS ALL YOU NEED.

WE’RE YOUR PERFECT PARTNER – WITH SERVICES FROM A TO Z.

Our specialists always maintain an overview of your entire supply chain. Committed to supporting you, they ensure smooth processes.

Do you want that little bit extra? Is only the best good enough? Then you’ve come to the right place. We operate as part of your production and assembly lines, taking on preassembly and module assembly with our hallmark added quality. Whether roof linings, radiators, engines or drive shafts – you always get the best of everything, because only the best is good enough for us.

Do you want a final polish to your components before assembly? We provide a full range of value-added services. These include: procuring suitable tools and machines, cutting aluminum profiles with CNC saws, surface treatment with modern lasers, and cleaning parts in large-scale washing systems. You can rest assured your products are in the best hands, because we know how highly you value them.

Whatever you want moved, whether individual parts, large components, or modules, we transport every production part to the right location at just the right time and in the right quantity and order. We constantly focus on optimizing complex goods flows and cutting costs. In this area, our service range covers sequencing, line feeding, implementing various supply strategies, and supplier pooling so that your production is supplied perfectly at all times!

Do you want that little bit extra? Is only the best good enough? Then you’ve come to the right place. We operate as part of your production and assembly lines, taking on preassembly and module assembly with our hallmark added quality. Whether roof linings, radiators, engines or drive shafts – you always get the best of everything, because only the best is good enough for us.

Many industries face the challenge of highly varied parts that must be constantly available at very short notice. We meet this challenge! Here’s how: We develop custom concepts from planning your process chain to availability control, quality assurance, shipping control, and shipment tracking. Our after-sales service stands out for process stability with optimal warehouse management and short delivery times. Naturally, we also ensure excellent cost effectiveness.

MODULE ASSEMBLY // ASSEMBLY WITH OUR HALLMARK EXTRA QUALITY

TECHNICAL SERVICES // CUSTOM SOLUTIONS BEYOND THE ORDINARY

PRODUCTION SUPPLIES // EFFICIENT ALL-ROUND SUPPLY TO YOUR PRODUCTION

SPARE PARTS LOGISTICS // SMOOTH LOGISTICS PROCESSES FROM ONE SOURCE

Production logistics Distribution logistics

Procurement logistics Production logistics Distribution logistics

Procurement logistics Production logistics Transport logistics

Procurement logistics Production logistics Transport logistics
MULTI-COMPARTMENT / 
MULTI-COMPARTMENT FULFILLMENT FOR HIGH VOLUMES IN ALL YOUR DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

Do you use several distribution channels? Then it’s important to interlink them effectively. Holistic multi-channel logistics from one central goods warehouse is no problem for us. We’re there wherever you need us – whether online or offline.

We ensure all your articles are available when and where you want them. So that in future, you can focus on one thing: your core business.

E-COMMERCE / 
CUSTOMIZED, HOLISTIC SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR E-COMMERCE ACTIVITIES

Are you looking for an expert partner to set up or run your e-commerce business? Then you’ve come to the right place! We take care of more than just your shipping and reverse logistics needs. Working together with our partners, we also support you with setting up and developing your online store. That includes payment handling plus establishing and operating customer services. Our high quality and service-centered approach means you can rely on optimal customer order processing. Whatever requirements result from your e-commerce activities, we develop the right solutions – holistic and tailored to you.

RETURNS / 
BOOST CUSTOMER SATISFACTION FAST AND EFFICIENTLY

Neither retailers nor manufacturers are happy with returns, but unfortunately they are unavoidable. What’s more, it is vital that these goods flows are also efficient. Together with you, we develop customized returns concepts that ensure a fast process for customers returning goods, rapid reintroduction of goods into the sales cycle, and minimal processing costs. By implementing optimal sorting and re-conditioning processes, we check all returns and evaluate them according to your specifications. And of course we make your products fit for sale again. This benefits not only your customers, but also you as our customer.

STORAGE / 
THE RIGHT STORAGE FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS

As our customer, you are our most valuable commodity. And we treat your commodities accordingly! Depending on your product characteristics and shipping volumes, we draw up a warehouse concept that meets your specifications. Regardless of whether you need a high-tech or a low-tech solution, we choose the system that perfectly suits your requirements of storage type and organization, IT, and technology. Whether you want storage and handling of temperature-controlled or hazardous goods, safety concepts for goods at special risk of theft, or certification and quality audits - you can rely on us to keep everything in its place.

REFRIGERATION LOGISTICS / 
COLDSTORE SOLUTIONS FOR TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED GOODS

Deep-frozen and refrigerated foods require perfect storage solutions. Regardless of whether you want to store meat, fish, biscuits, or tobacco - we ensure exactly the right conditions for every product. We take care of intra-community trade traffic for meat and fish products or repacking and labeling packed foods, as well as storing animal-origin goods from third countries, or organic produce. This service range is completed by veterinary and customs processing as well as official plant inspection.

FREIGHT FORWARDING SERVICES / 
INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL

Are you looking for an all-round service provider for transport by road, rail, sea, and air? We are your ideal partner for all solutions relating to FTL/LTL, rail, FCL/LCL as well as fast and reliable air freight, including an effective charter department. Our complete German network of branches cooperates closely with international agents. That means we have access to all infrastructures, e.g. Europe’s largest terminal for conventional cargo, crane capacities, and warehouse and goods handling areas. Also available from us are services for customs clearance, permit applications, and packing organization.
When it comes to project management, we don’t take any chances. We model, calculate, plan, and implement processes according to standardized methods. That builds the basis for success – both yours and ours. We tackle all challenges: providing individual services, complete supply chain restructuring, full logistics provision, or setting up a new location. All of this is done strictly according to your wishes and always perfectly tailored to your requirements.

Here’s what supply chain management means to us: the efficient organization and effective management of integrated logistics chains along the entire value-creation chain. We optimize our processes by applying fixed standards and lean management.

Also important is how we break down supply chain management into five relevant areas: project management, process management, IT management, quality management, and technology.

**OUR SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT.**

**FOR MORE VALUE IN YOUR ENTIRE VALUE CHAIN.**

Working with professional analyses, exact planning, and the latest IT solutions, our experts develop the right logistics concept for your specific requirements.

**PROCESS MANAGEMENT // THE SOLID BASIS FOR YOUR LOGISTICS**

Smooth processes are our hallmark. That’s because process identification, analysis, optimization, and controlling are in our DNA. We apply lean management, while continually developing improvements and implementing them in our organization. These elements of our successful process management form the foundations of our logistics. That benefits both you and us.

**PROJECT MANAGEMENT // FROM PLANNING TO INSPECTION**

When it comes to project management, we don’t take any chances. We model, calculate, plan, and implement processes according to standardized methods. That builds the basis for success – both yours and ours. We tackle all
Smooth-running logistics requires the implementation of suitable IT solutions. That’s why we use software at our locations that is specially adapted to your requirements. Included here are both standardized applications and in-house developments, because guaranteeing optimal processes is a top priority for us. At the same time, we always focus on user-friendliness, process security, transparency, and status information. Simply contact us, and we’ll optimize your logistics IT.

You can expect logistics with certified quality from us. Particularly important to us are maintaining and constantly improving our quality and environmental management system as well as sustainable logistics management. We take our responsibility very seriously. You can count on our quality management being one thing above all: certified as excellent!

For you we implement everything from simple to complex. We offer automated technology with flexibility so that we can provide a unique focus on your requirements. Using state-of-the-art technology, we guarantee hitch-free logistics processes.

We received two major logistics awards in conjunction with our customer, engelbert strauss, in these two years: In 2016, the European Logistics Award from the European Logistics Association (ELA Award) and in 2015, the German Logistics Award for the project “Stargate - Logistics at the Human-Robot Interface”.

At our numerous locations in Germany, our IT specialist develop individual software specifically for our customers - for example warehouse management systems (WMS) tailor made to our customers’ needs.

With our effective process management, we strive to achieve fully sustainable logistics processes, transparent process costs, and quality assurance. Included among the instruments we apply here are an MTM system, a REFA system, and our established lean management.

As part of the Logistics 4.0 revolution, we’re breaking new ground and establishing the basis for Industry 4.0 and Trade 4.0 with new approaches and technology.

You can expect logistics with certified quality from us. Particularly important to us are maintaining and constantly improving our quality and environmental management system as well as sustainable logistics management.

You can rely on logistics services that are technically perfect and automatically efficient. We always keep up with the latest developments for you: robotics, high-tech, and innovation are already part of our present, and not just a future vision.
OUR VALUE-ADDED SERVICES.

THE ICING ON THE CAKE.

We support you with value-added services geared to your needs. That gives you extra added value. We develop pragmatic solutions to respond quickly to your requirements.

VALUE ADDED SERVICES // GENERAL SERVICES
- Certified customs clearance (AEO)
- Import and export management
- Quality inspections
- Best-before-date / batch tracking

24/7
Tracking and tracing: round-the-clock product tracking.

VALUE ADDED SERVICES // FOR YOUR PRODUCTION
- Container cleaning
- Assembly and configuration
- Packaging development and planning
- Hardening and preservation

7.2
State-of-the-art CNC saws make short work of cutting aluminum profiles to length. The aluminum profiles can weigh up to 7.2 tons.

VALUE ADDED SERVICES // FOR YOUR FINISHED PRODUCTS
- Modification of textiles
- Merchandise processing
- Repacking & relabeling
- Packing

2 million
We produce more than two million sales displays per year in the categories floor displays, shelf cartons, quarter Chep pallet displays and half-pallets.

ANY QUESTIONS?
WE HAVE THE ANSWERS.

Do you want to know more? Do you like the sound of our logistics services? Are you interested in a cooperation as partners? Or would you like more in-depth information? Simply give us a call or send us a mail! Our logistics experts will be happy to hear from you.

BLG LOGISTICS GROUP AG & Co. KG
Präsident-Kennedy-Platz 1
D-28203 Bremen, Germany
Phone: 0421 - 39801
E-mail: contract@blg.de
www.blg-logistics.com